he following document comprises evidence for a lawsuit filed at the US
Courthouse in Washington, DC, by John St Clair Akwei against the National
Security Agency, Ft George G. Meade, Maryland (Civil Action 92-0449), and
constitutes his knowledge of the NSA's structure, national security activities,
proprietary technologies and covert operations to monitor individual citizens. Ed.
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1. THE NSA'S MISSION AND DOMESTIC INiTELlIGENCE OPERATION
• Communications IntelHgence (COMINT)
Blanket covcrage of all electronic cOlllmunications in the US and the world to ensure
national security. The NSA at Ft MC.adc, Maryland h.3s had the mQst advanced computers
in the world since the early I960s, NSA technology is developed and implemented in
secret from private corporations, academia and! the general public.
• Signals Intelligence (SIGINT)
The Signals Intelligence mission of lhe NSA has evolved into a program of decoding
EMF, waves in the environment for wirelessly tapping into computers and tracking per
sons with the dectrical currents in their bodies. Signals Intelligence is based on the fact
thal everything in the environment with an electric current in it has a magnetic flux around
it which gives off EMF wavcs. The NSAIDoD [Department of Defense] has developed
proprietary advanced digita'i equipmept which can remotely analyze all objects, whether
manmade or organic, that have electrical activity.

• Domestic Intemgence (DOMINT)
The NSA has records on all US citizens. The NSA gathers information on US citizens
who might be of interest to any of the over 50,000 NSA agents (HUMINT). These agents
are authorized by executive order to spy on anyone. The NSA has a permanent national
security anti-te'rrorist surveillance network in place. This surveillance network is com
pletely disguised and hidden from the pubhc.
'
Tra-cking individuals in the US is easily and cost-effective,Ly implemented with the
NSA's electronic surveillance network. This network (DOMINT) covers the entire US,
involves tens of thou'sands of NSA personnel, and tracks millions of persons sim.ultane
ously. Cost-effective implementation of operations is assured by NSA computer technol
ogy designed Ito minimize op'erations cos
NSA personnel serve In quasi-puhlic p.ositions in their communities and mn cover busi
ness and le,gitimate businesses, that can inform the intclligc.n.ce community of persons they
would want to track. NSA personnel in oIne community usually have cover identities such
as social workers, lawyers and business owners.
• Individual Citizens Occasionally Targeted for Survemance by Independently
Operating NSA Personnel
NSA personnel can control the live'S of hundrcds of thousands of indIviduals >in the US
by using the NSA's domestic ,intelligence network and cover businesses. The operations
independently run by them can sometimes go beyond the bounds of law. Long-term con
trol and sabotage of tens of thousands of unwitting c.itizens by NSA operatives is likely to
hap,pen. NSA DOMINT has the ability to assassinate US citizens c.overtly or run covert
psychological c-ontrol operations to cause-subjects to be diagnosed with ill mental health.

Is.
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2. NSA'S DOMESTIC ElECTRONIC SURVEillANCE
NETWORK
As of the early 1960s, the most advanced computers in the
world were at the NSA, Ft Meade, Rcsearch breakthroughs with!
these computers were kept for the NSA. At the present time the
NSA has nanotechnology computers that are 15 years ahead of
present computer technology.
The NSA obtains blanket coverage of information in the iUS by
using advanced computers that use artificial intclligence to screen
all communications, regardless of medium, for key words that
should be brou'ght to the attentiOn of NSA agcntslcryptologists.
These computers monitor all communications at the transmitting
and receiving ends. This blanket coverage of the US is a result of
the NSA's Signals InteJligence (SIGINT) mission.
The NSA's electronic surveillance netWork is based on a cellular
arrangement of dev,ices that can monitor the entire EMF spcctrum.
This equipment was devcloped, impl1emented and kept secret in
the same manner as other electronic warfare programs,

• Signals Intelligence Remote Computer Tampering
The NSA keeps track of all pes and other computers sold in the
US, This is, an integral part of the Domestic Intelligcnce network.
The NSA's EMF equipment
can tune in RF emissions from
personal computer circuit boards
(while filtering out emissions
from monitors and powcr sup
plies). The RF emiSSIOn from
PC circuit boards contains digi
tal information in the PC.
Coded RF waves from the
NSA's equipment can resonate
PC circuits and change data in
tne PCs. Thus the NSA can gain
wireless modem-style entry into
any oomputer in the country for
swrveiltlance or an ti-terrorist
electronic warfare.
• Detecting EMF Fields in
Humans for Surveillance
A subject's bioelectric field can be remotely detected, so s.ob
Jects can be monitored anywhere they are. With speciall EMF
equipment NSA cryptologists can remotely read evoked potcntials
(from EEGs). Thesc can be decoded into a person's brain-statcs
and thoughts. The subject is then perfectly monitored from a djs
tance.
NSA personnel can dial up any individual in the country on the
Signals Intelligence·EMF scannmg n.eJwork and the NSA's com
puters wilI then p'jnpomt and track that person 24 hours a day.
The NSA can pick out and track anyone in the US.

3. NSA SIGNALS INlELlIGENOE USE OF EMF
BRAIN STIMULATION
NSA Signals Inteltigence uses EMF Brain Stimulation fOF
Remote Neural Monitoring (RNM) and Electronic Brain Link
(EBL). EMF Brain Stimulation has been in development since the
'MKULTRA program of thc early 1950s, which include.d n:euro
logical research mto radiation (non-ionizing EMF) and bioclectric
research and development. The resulting secret tcchnology is cat
egorized at the National Security Archives as "Radiation
Intelligence", defined as "informatio.n from unintcntionally
emanated electromagnetic waves in the environment, not includ
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ing radioactivity or nucle'ar detonation".
Signals Intelligence implemente.d and kept thils technology
secrct in the same manner as other electronic warfare programs of
thc US Governmcnt. Toe NSA monitors available information
about this technology and withholds scientific research from the
public. There are also international intelligence agreements to
keep this technology secret.
The NSA has proprietary clcctronic equipment that a.naiyzes
electrical activity in Ihumans from a distance. NSA computer-gen.
erated brain mapping can continuously monitor lall of the electric'al
activi'ty in the !brain continuously. The NSA records and decodes
,individual brain maps (of hund.reds of thousands of persons) for
nationa~ security purposcs.. EMF Brain Stimulatio.D is also secretly
used by the military for brain-to-computer link (in military fighter
aircraft, for example).
For electronic surveillance purposes, electrical activity in the
specch center of the brain can be translated into the subject's ver
fbal thoughts. RNM can senti encoded signals to the brain's audito
ry cortex, thus aHowing audio communications direct to the brain
(bypassing the cars). NSA operativcs can use this covertly .to
dcbilitate subjects by simulating auditory hallucinations character
istic of paranoid schizophrenia.
Without any contact with the
subject, Remote Neural
Monitoring can map out elec
trical activity from the visual
cortex of a subject's brain and
show images from the subject's
brain on a video monitor. NSA
operatives see what the surve.il
lance subject's eyes are seeing..
Visual memory can also be
scen. RNM can send images
direct to the visual cortex,
bypassing the eyes and optic
ncrves. NSA operatives can
use tlli.'s surreptitiously to put
images into a surveillance sub
ject's brain whHe they are in
REM sleep for brain-program
ming purposes.
• Capab~lities of NSA Operatives Using RNM
There has been a Signals Intelligence nctwork in the US since
the 1940s. The NSA, ft Meade has in place a vast two-way wire
less RNM system which is used to track subje.cts and non-inva
sively monitor audiovisual information in their brains. This IS all
done w.ith ho physical contact with the subject. RNM is the ulti
mate mcthod of sllrveillance and domestic intelligence. Speech,
3D sound and subliminal audio can be sent to the auditory cortex
of the subject's bram (bypassing the ears), and images can be sent
into the visual cortex. RNM can alter a subject's perceptions,
moods and motor control.
Speech cortcx/auditory cortex aink has become the ultimate
communicati.~,ns system for the intellige.nce community. RNM
allows fOJ a complete audiovisual brain-to-brain link or brain-to
computer link.

4. NAlilONAL SECURITY AGENCY SIGNALS
INTElLIGENCE ElECTRONIC BRAIN LINK
TECHNOLOGY
NSA SIGINT can remotely detect, identify and monitor a per
son's bioelectric ficlds.
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The
NSA's Signals
Intelligence has the propri
etary ability to monitor
remotely and non-invasively
information in the human
brain by digitally decoding
the evoked potentials in the
3G-50 Hz, 5 milliwatt elec
tromagnetic emissions from
the brain.
Neuronal activity in the
brain creates a shifting elec
trical pattern that has a shifting magnetic flux. This magnetic flux
puts out a constant 30-50 Hz,S milliwatt electromagnetic (EMF)
wave. Contained in the electromagnetic emission from the brain
are spikes and patterns called "evoked potemia!s".
Every thought, reaction, motor command, auditory event and
visual image in the brain has a corresponding "evoked potential"
0r set of "evoked potentials". The EMF emission from the brain
can be decoded into the current thoughts, images and sounds in
the subject's brain.
NSA SIGINT uses EMF-transmitted Brain Stimulation as a
communications system to transmit information (as well as ner
vous system messages) to intelligence agents and also Ito transmit
to the brains of covert operations subjects (on a non-perceptible
l.evel).
EMF Brain Stimulation works by sending a compleXly coded!
and pulsed electromagnetic signal to trigger evoked potentials
(events) in the brain, thereby forming sound and visual images in
the brain's neural Circuits. EMF Brain Stimulation can also
change a person's brain-states and affect motor control.
Two-way electronic Brain Link is done by remotely monitadng
neural audiovisual information while transmitting sound to the
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auditory cortex (bypassing the ears) and transmitting faint images
to the visual cortex (byp·assing the optic nerves and eyes). llhe
images ap-pe-ar as floating 20 screens in the brain.
Two-way eJectronic Brain Link has become the ultimate com
munications system for CIAfNSA personnel. Remote neural
monitoring (RNM, remotely monitoring bioelectric information in
the human brain) has become the ultimate surveillance system. It
is used by a limited number of agents inl the US Intelligence
Community.

s.

[NO HEADING IN ORIGINAL OOCUMENT]

RNM requires decoding thie resonance frequency of each spe
cific brain are.a. That frequency is then modulated in order to
impose information in that specific brain area.
The frequcncy to which the various brain areas respond! varies
from 3 Hz to 50 Hz. Only NSA Signals Intelligence modulates
signals ,in thjs frequency band. (See Table I.)
This modulated information can be put into the brain at varyipg
intensities from subliminal to perceptible.
Each person's brain has a unique set of bioclectric
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resonance/entrainment frequencIes. Sending audio information to
a person's brain at the frequency of another person',s auditory cor
tex would result in that audio information not being perceived.
The Plaintiff learned of RNM by being in two-way RNMeon
tact with the Kinneeome group at the NSA, Ft Meade.
They used RNM 3D sound direct to the brain to harass the
Plaintiff from 10/90 to 5/9 L
As of 5/91 they have had two-way RNM communications with
Ithe Plaintiff and have used RNM to attempt to ,incapacitate the
Plaintiff and hinder the Plaintiff from going to the authorities
about their activities against the Plaintiff in the last 12 years.
The Kinnecome group has abou~ 100 persons wQrk[,ng 24 hours
a day at Ft Meade. They have also brain-tapped persons tthe
Plaintiff is in contact with to keep the Plaintiff ,isolated. This is
the first time ever that a private citizen has been harassed with
RNM and has been able to bring a lawsuit against NSA pcrsonn,el
misusing this intelligence operations method.

6. NSA TECHNIQUES AND RESOURCES
Remote monitoring/tracking of individuals in any location,
inside any building, continuously, anywhere in the country,
A system for inexpensive implementation of these 'operations
,alfows for thousand's of persons in every community to be spied
on constantly by the NSA.

• Remote RNM Devices
NSA's RNM equipment remotely reads the evoked potentials
(EEGs) of the human brain for tracking individuals, and can send
messages through the nervous systems to affect their performance.
RNM can e'leetronically identify individuals and track them
anywhere in the US. This equipment is 001 a network and is used
for domestic intelligence operations, government security and mil
itary base security, and in case of bioelectric warfare.

• Spotters and Walk-Bys in Metropolitan Areas
Tens of thousands of persons in each area working as spoHeJS
and neighborhood/businessplace spies (sometimes unwittingly)
following and eheekmg on subjects who have been identified for
covert control by NSA personnel.
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Agents working out of offices can be in constant communica
tion with spotters who are keeping tracl< of the NSA's thousands of
subjects in public.
NSA agents in remote offices can instantly identify (using
RNM) any individual spotted in public who is in contact with sur
veiliance subject

• Chemicals and Drugs into Resident,ial Buildings with
Hidden NSA Installed and Maintained Plastic Plumbing
Lines
The NSA has kits for running lines inro residential tap water and
air ducts of subjects for the delivery of drugs (such as sleeping gas
or brainwashing-aiding drugs). This is an outgrowth of CIA
pharmapsychology (psychopharmacology).

• Brief Overview of Proprietary US Intelligence/Anti.
Terrorist Equipment Mentioned
Fi!xed network of special EMF equipment that can read EEGs in
human brains and idcntify/track individuals by using digital com
puters. ESB t(Electric.al Stimulation to the Brain) via EMF signal
from the NSA SIgnals Intelligence is used to control subjects.
EMF equipment that gathers iDformation from PC circuit boards
by deciphering RF emissions, thereby gaining wireless modem
style entry into any personal computer in the country.
All equipment hidden, all technology secret, all scientific
research unreported (as in electronic warfare research).
Not knlJwn to Ithe public at all, yet complete and thorough
implementation of this method of domestic intelligence has been
in place since the early J980s.
00

Editor's Note:
I tried ringing Mr Akwei to find out what was the out·
come, if any, of his court case. He firmly but kindly told
me that he could not speak about anything to do with the
case over the phone and hung up.
A subsequent conversation of similar length resulted in
the information that he did not wish his address or phone
number published with this article.
So, if we hear of any developments, well/let you know.
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